Biological membranes typically contain a large number of different components dispersed in small concentrations in the main membrane phase, including proteins, sugars, and lipids of varying geometrical properties. Most of these components do not bind the cargo. Here, we show that such 'inert' components can be crucial for precise control of cross-membrane trafficking. Using a statistical mechanics model and molecular dynamics simulations, we demonstrate that the presence of inert membrane components of small isotropic curvatures dramatically influences cargo endocytosis, even if the total spontaneous curvature of such a membrane remains unchanged. Curved lipids, such as cholesterol, as well as asymmetrically included proteins and tethered sugars can hence all be actively participating in controlling membrane trafficking of nanoscopic cargo. We find that even a low-level expression of curved inert membrane components can determine the membrane selectivity towards the cargo size, and can be used to selectively target membranes of certain compositions. Our results suggest a robust and general way to control cargo trafficking by adjusting the membrane composition without needing to alter the concentration of receptors nor the average membrane curvature. This study indicates that cells can prepare for any trafficking event by incorporating curved inert components in either of the membrane leaflets.
Introduction
Trafficking of nanoscopic cargo such as viruses and nanoparticles across biological membranes is of central interest for a wide range of phenomena, from pathogen infection, design of synthetic drug-delivery vehicles and imaging agents, to the study of nanoparticle toxicity. Trafficking of cargo that are larger than the thickness of the cell membrane typically involves tight wrapping of the object by the membrane [1] , followed by scission and budding off. The wrapping can be spontaneous, without any assisting factors, or supported by curvature-inducing endocytotic machinery, including BAR proteins, clathrin, and COPII [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Cellular trafficking necessarily involves crossing of physical barriers, and the physical mechanisms of nanoscopic cargo uptake have been thoroughly studied [6, 7] . Much of this research has focused on understanding the physics of nanoparticle wrapping by homogeneous membranes [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , such as vesicles of different sizes and shapes, and highly curved membrane segments [18] [19] [20] [21] . However, biological membranes are rarely locally homogeneous, and usually contain a large number of different * Electronic address: a.saric@ucl.ac.uk components, which are present in small amounts in the main membrane phase, including lipids of different geometrical properties, embedded proteins, and anchored sugars [22] . Some of these membrane components can bind specifically to the complementary ligands on the cargo, and are referred to as receptors. Most of the membrane components, however, do not bind to the cargo, and have been thus far considered purely as spectators in the trafficking processes.
Here we show that non-cargo-binding membrane components of varying geometries can be crucial in controlling cargo trafficking. Using analytical and numerical modelling, we study the effect of small spontaneous curvatures of membrane receptors and inert lipid inclusions on the membrane uptake of nanoscopic cargo, such as nanoparticles, viruses, and other nano-objects (Fig. 1) . Components of small spontaneous curvatures, which are of the same order of magnitude as the curvatures of naturally occurring lipids and inclusions, can be expressed in the way that does not change the total curvature of the membrane, or cause phaseseparation and formation of highly curved regions, and still dramatically influence cargo uptake. We present phase diagrams showing how spontaneous curvatures of receptors and inert inclusions affect the onset of endocytosis. Importantly, we show that curved inert membrane inclusions can be used arXiv:1712.10147v2 [cond-mat.soft] 25 Feb 2018 FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the cargo-membrane system considered in this paper. The cargo, represented as a spherical nanoparticle, is uniformly covered with ligands, which specifically bind only to receptors in the membrane (coloured in blue). In addition, inert inclusions of isotropic spontaneous positive (purple) or negative curvature (pink) can be expressed in the outer layer of the membrane at varying concentrations. Positive spontaneous curvature locally suppresses the wrapping of particles, while components with negative spontaneous curvature promote the wrapping. The cargo gets tightly wrapped by the membrane upon binding to it, and can be uptaken in a form of a bud.
to precisely control cargo trafficking, to selectively target membranes of certain compositions, and to selectively target cargo of certain size, even if the total spontaneous curvature of the membrane remains unchanged. These findings present a robust and general way to control cargo trafficking without altering the ligand-receptor binding properties, and demonstrate that membrane trafficking depends not only on the presence of specific receptors, but also on the overall membrane composition.
Theory of cargo uptake in multicomponent membranes
We start with a theoretical analysis of the free energy cost of crossing a multicomponent membrane via passive endocytosis. We will compute free energies of two limiting cases: when the cargo is not yet in contact with the membrane, and after endocytosis when it is fully wrapped by the membrane and detached from the parent bilayer, as shown in Fig. 1 . Let us consider a membrane that contains an arbitrary number of components, which can represent lipids, cargo-binding receptors, or non-interacting membrane inclusions (Fig. 1) . The membrane composition is completely described by a unit vector f = {f 1 , f 2 , ...} specifying the density fraction f j of all distinct components j present in the membrane. Every membrane component j is assumed to have cylindrical symmetry and its size is of the order of a transmembrane receptor and a few surrounding lipids, such that the lateral membrane area per component is a 2 ≈ 25nm 2 . Each individual component type is characterised by a spontaneous curvature c 0,j and a favourable binding energy to the cargo − j associated with it. c 0,j is a partial molar-like quantity defined by a membrane consisting of a pure component j. The sign of the curvature is defined in Fig. 1 : if an inclusion is curved towards the cargo it is considered positively curved, while if it is curved away from the cargo its curvature is defined as negative. We assume that bending modulus κ and Gaussian stiffnessκ are the same for all components. The total free energy change upon cargo endocytosis, ∆F , can then be written in terms of individual contributions due to the membrane curvature, ∆F c , binding to the cargo, ∆ , the mixing entropy, ∆S, and the lateral membrane pressure Π:
where T is the absolute temperature, ans A w is the membrane area wrapped around the cargo. Using the mean-field model presented in the Methods section we obtain a closed form expression for the endocytosis free energy:
which is a function of the membrane composition f , spontaneous curvature vector c 0 , interaction vector , and the radius of the membrane envelope wrapped around the cargo R w , A w = 4πR 2 w . The first term on the right-hand side captures the binding of membrane components to the cargo, the second term is the curvature penalty due to the mismatch of spontaneous curvatures, and the third term captures the effect of the membrane composition change between the flat membrane and the wrapped part with the equilibrium constant
The prefactor N w = ρA w = 4πR 2 w ρ is the number of membrane components in the wrapped membrane, with ρ = 1/a 2 being the overall component number density. The fourth and fifth terms are the membrane lateral pressure and the Gaussian bending rigidity contribution. Finally, O(A w /A) captures all terms which can be neglected in the dilute limit. [36] Analytical results
In what follows we focus on the effects of membrane composition on the passive uptake of cargo. Figure 2 shows how the endocytosis free energy changes when inert components of varying spontaneous curvatures are included into the membrane. The free energy can be shifted by a few tens of k B T even when the fraction of inert inclusions is only a few percent. Inclusions of negative spontaneous curvatures (see Fig. 1 for the definition) lower the free energy change for cargo uptake, while the positive spontaneous curvature displays the opposite effect. The effect of promoting endocytosis by inclusions of negative spontaneous curvature is much stronger than the corresponding suppressing effect of inclusions with positive spontaneous curvature. This asymmetry is caused by the recruitment of inclusions of desirable curvature to the wrapped part of the membrane, an effect that is similar to the recruitment of receptors that bind to the cargo.
The addition of non-interacting inclusions of spontaneous curvature can substantially shift the free energy of endocytosis, and can be used as a mechanism to control the cargo uptake. Crucially, the effect remains even when both positive and negative inclusions are present such that the total spontaneous curvature of the multicomponent membrane is kept at zero, as displayed by dotdashed lines in Fig. 2 .
Computer simulations of cargo uptake in multicomponent membranes
To test the predictive quality of our theoretical considerations, we turn to computer simulations and explore in depth the effect of membrane 
The effect of inert inclusions on the endocytosis free energy. Changing the spontaneous curvature c0,i of inert inclusions dramatically influences the free energy cost of crossing the membrane. Inset: Varying the fraction of inclusions fi at constant spontaneous curvature. The dot-dashed curves on both plots show the case of two types of inclusions with opposite spontaneous curvatures c0,i = −c 0,i and f i = fi, such that the total membrane spontaneous curvature is zero. Parameters: Rw = 5a, fr = 0.1,
, where a is the length-scale corresponding to the membrane thickness, a ≈ 5nm. Note that ∆F * = ∆F − 4πκ + ΠAw.
composition and geometry of its components on cargo uptake. Computer simulations fully capture the possible existence of stable, partially wrapped states [10, 18, 19] , which are ignored in our simple analytical model, and also allow for the analysis of the local membrane composition during the endocytosis, giving a deeper insight into the process. The membrane is modelled using a coarsegrained one-particle thick model [23] . As shown in Fig. S1 , the membrane is composed of 'lipid' beads of zero spontaneous curvature, the cargobinding beads which we call receptors, and inert (non-cargo binding) beads that model membrane inclusions and can carry a spontaneous curvature.
A. Cargo endocytosis at varying membrane compositions
We first consider receptors of varying spontaneous curvatures, and measure the cargo-receptor interaction energy at the onset of the cargo endocytosis, * , as a function of the receptor curvature. Fig. 3 (a) predicts that this onset of endocytosis can be dramatically shifted if the receptors posses non-zero spontaneous curvature. The onset can be decreased by over 2k B T per receptor when going from a receptor of positive spontaneous curvature (c 0,r = −0.16σ −1 ≈ −0.03nm −1 ) to a receptor of a negative spontaneous curvature Fig. 3(a) . This result is in line with the previously reported results of analytical calculations for nanoparticle uptake by homogeneously adhesive vesicles of varying bilayer asymmetries [18] .
More interestingly, when inert membrane inclusions are added ( Fig. 3(a) and the corresponding inset), be it lipids or proteins, at a constant receptor concentration, the onset of endocytosis is also significantly altered. The effect remains when both positive and negative components are present such that the total spontaneous curvature of the multicomponent membrane is kept at zero, shown by the pink triangular symbols in Fig. 3(a) and its inset. In this case the cargo simply 'recruits' the desirable components from the membrane 'reservoir'. Fig. 3 (b) presents a comprehensive phase diagram depicting how the addition of inert inclusions of varying spontaneous curvatures shifts the onset concentration of receptors needed for endocytosis. The ability to tune the cargo trafficking by incorporating membrane inclusions can be used as a strategy in trafficking of cargo; the level of expression of generic inclusions of a non-zero spontaneous curvature can be a way to enhance, or prevent, the endocytosis and exocytosis of nanoparticles and pathogens.
We will now compare the results from simulations and our analytical theory. To obtain a theoretical phase diagram using the analytical theory we assume ∆F = 0 in (Eq. 1) [38], and numerically compute the curvature c 0,j ( r |∆F = 0) for a given value of receptor-cargo binding energy r (Fig. 3(a) ), or inert inclusion fraction f i (f r |∆F = 0) for a given value of receptor fraction f r (Fig. 3(b) ), while keeping all the other parameters constant.
[39] The lines in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) depict the results of the analytical theory. The analytical theory results show the same qualitative trends as the results found in simulations, although deviations can also clearly be seen. This discrepancy between simulations (symbols) and theory (lines) in Fig. 3 is mainly due to the stability of partially bound states that are not considered by the analytical theory, and the corresponding free energy barrier for the complete cargo wrapping, which can in turn delay endocytosis [40] .
B. Super-selectivity to membrane composition
Biological membranes need to be highly selective when allowing for cargo trafficking, to ensure robust functioning of the cell. A hallmark of such a super-selective targeting is a sharp in-crease in the cargo binding upon a small change in the membrane composition. Such a behaviour results in a very low efficiency of the uptake below a threshold composition, while around the threshold the uptake sharply increases. Given that the endocytosis uptake sensitively depends on the presence of curved inclusions, it is tempting to assume that expressing such inclusions (e.g. cholesterol molecules) is one of nature's ways to tune the selectivity of membranes to specific cargo.
Here we explore the effect of inert inclusions on the selectivity of cargo uptake. We find that the sensitivity of the membrane to the cargo uptake increases with the addition of negatively curved inclusions, but decreases for positively curved inclusions (inset in Fig. 4(a) ). The sharpness of the transition is governed by the stability of partially wrapped states, which is enhanced when positively curved inclusions are present, in line with a previous analytical study [19] . Moreover, Figure 4 (a) shows that the selectivity increases when inclusions with both positive and negative spontaneous curvature are added, such that the total membrane spontaneous curvature remains zero. This asymmetry arises due to recruiting of the inclusions with negative spontaneous curvature to the cargo, while inclusions with positive spontaneous curvature are expelled from the wrapped membrane area, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The effect is the same for both endocytosis and exocytosis.
A key message of these results is that for cellular trafficking it is better to create a membrane with a constant (i.e zero) curvature from a mixture of components with opposite signs, than from homogeneous components of uniform zero curvature. Such a heterogeneous membrane is then prepared for a plethora of trafficking effects. Thus our findings suggest a generic functional role of the ubiquitous non-cargo-binding curved lipids [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Kinetics of cargo uptake: selectivity to cargo size
In experiments, as well as in molecular dynamics simulations, what is typically probed is the amount of endocytosis in a finite time. Hence, the kinetics, and not only thermodynamics, of the cargo engulfment matters. Many experimental studies have reported the existence of an optimal size of nanoparticles for which the rate of endocytosis is the highest, while it becomes slower for lower and larger nanoparticle sizes [30, 31] . Several theoretical studies have rationalised this nonmonotonic behaviour by a competition between thermodynamics, which disfavours uptake of small nanoparticles, and diffusion-limited recruitment of receptors to the cargo [9] , which disfavours large nanoparticles. Similar results can be recovered by considering the competition between thermodynamic driving forces related to the creation of the bud neck and frictional forces of cargo wrapping [18] . When many large nanoparticles are considered, depletion of receptors can also occur [10] .
Here, we examine this process by explicitly measuring the rate of engulfment of nanoparticles of various sizes into multicomponent membranes. As shown in Fig. 5 , we recover the non-monotonic dependence of the rate of uptake on the cargo radius. Moreover, the value of the rate as well as the selectivity of the membrane uptake towards cargo of certain radii, can be altered by the presence of curved inert inclusions ( Figure 5 ). Interestingly, the presence of both positively and negatively curved inert inclusions sharpens the selectivity towards the cargo size, shifting it towards the lower values. On the other hand, presence of only positively/negatively curved inclusions decreases/increases the endocytosis rate for all cargo sizes as shown in the inset of Fig. 5 .
This observation can be rationalised in the following way: for large cargoes the mean curvature in the neck is positive, therefore, inclusions with positive spontaneous curvature occupy and stabilise the neck region, as shown in Fig. S6 . This region then presents a barrier for receptors and negatively curved inclusions to diffuse to the membrane reducing the endocytosis rate. Conversely, for small cargoes the mean curvature in the neck vanishes, and the curved inclusions do not occupy the neck region. In this case, negatively curved inclusions can freely diffuse to the membrane area that wraps the cargo, decreasing the free energy for endocytosis, and enhancing its rate (see Supplementary Information).
Our analysis shows that the presence of inert inclusions can be used not only for selecting cargo of certain membrane binding properties, but also for selecting cargo of specific sizes. This property of multicomponent membranes can be readily utilised in the design of nano-vehicles for targeted delivery of chemicals.
Discussion and Conclusions
By considering interactions of nanoscopic cargo with multicomponent membranes, we have shown that the necessary conditions for the cargo uptake, namely the critical concentration of the membrane receptors, and the critical binding energy between the membrane receptors and the cargo ligands, can be precisely tuned by the overall membrane composition. In particular, for a given ligandreceptor pair, including only 10% of inert components of spontaneous negative curvatures, as small as 0.03nm −1 , can decrease the concentration of receptors needed for endocytosis by ∼ 15%, enabling easier cargo uptake. Such small local spontaneous curvatures fall into the range of curvatures of typical membrane components; for instance the experimentally determined spontaneous curvature of DOPC in DOPE is −0.05 nm −1 , while that of cholesterol is −0.3 nm −1 [27] . Conversely, asymmetrically expressing inert inclusions of positive spontaneous curvatures decreases endocytotic efficiency and can possibly protect cells from entry of pathogens and other undesirable nano-objects. For comparison, common lyso-phospholipids exhibit positive spontaneous curvatures in the range of 0.02 − 0.25 nm −1 [28] . Therefore, the role of curved lipids, such are cholesterol, in controlling membrane physical properties possibly extends beyond adjusting the membranes fluidity and bending rigidity. Furthermore, the presence of inclusions of negative spontaneous curvatures increases membrane selectivity towards the cargo nature and the cargo size (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ), and increases overall specificity of the trafficking processes. Our results are in a good qualitative agreement with previous analytical calculations that considered the role of the bilayer asymmetry in controlling nanoparticle engulfment for homogeneous adhesive membranes [18] . Recently, computer simulations have shown that the phase diagram and dynamics of membrane tubulation induced by BAR domains, anisotropic membrane-curving proteins, can be modified by the presence of curved inclusions [32] , which is also in line with our results. Importantly, distinct from previous studies, our results hold even if the sum of spontaneous curvatures of membrane components remains unchanged or equals to zero.
We have previously studied how adsorption of multivalent particles onto rigid surfaces with many receptors of different binding properties can be controlled by the receptor composition [33] . Here we show that small concentrations of inert membrane inclusions of negative spontaneous curvature can dramatically influence the membrane selectivity towards cargo engulfment, rendering the expression of inert inclusions an attractive general mechanism in controlling cell trafficking.
Moreover, we demonstrated that the presence of negatively curved inert inclusions increases the sensitivity towards the cargo size, while the positively curved inclusions wash away this effect. Our results suggest that interactions of nano-objects with biological membranes, which are inherently inhomogeneous, display rich behaviour that goes well beyond the usually considered ligand-receptor interactions. We provide a novel and general route for modulating cargo trafficking in biological and synthetic membranes, and selectively targeting membrane composition.
I. METHODS

A. Theoretical model derivation
For simplicity, we assume the cargo is spherical. The free energy cost for the engulfment of such a nano-object is composed of the free energy of membrane curvature, the binding energy of the cargo to the membrane components, and the mixing entropy of membrane components.
The curvature free energy density of the membrane is in general given by the Helfrich Hamiltonian [34] 
with C and K being the local mean and Gaussian curvature of the membrane, respectively, and c 0 the spontaneous curvature. We generalise the Helfrich Hamiltonian to capture a multicomponent membrane. Within the homogeneously mixed, mean-field, approximation (see SI) the above equation applies to each component individually, hence
is the free energy per individual component of lateral size a 2 and lateral extension a ≈ 5nm. The total mean-field curvature free energy F c of a membrane patch with mean curvature C can thus be obtained by simply summing over all the component types (SI), such that:
Assuming that the membrane is in a fluid state the mixing entropy of components is given by the Gibbs expression for the entropy per individual component
with k B the Boltzmann constant. Finally, in addition to the membrane deformation and mixing entropy of membrane receptors, each membrane component interacts with the cargo with an energy − j . We set this value to zero for all membrane components but the receptors and assume that the cargo is uniformly covered with ligands complementary to the receptors.
Initially, the membrane is flat with a total area A and composition f . Upon endocytosis a portion of the membrane area A w = 4πR 2 w is wrapped around the cargo with membrane shell radius R w , while the restÃ = A − A w is assumed to remain flat. Due to our definition of spontaneous curvature (Fig. 1 ) the curvature of a shell is C = −1/R 2 w for endocytosis, and C = 1/R 2 w for exocytosis. The composition of the wrapped part f w is in general different from the remaining flat membranẽ f . This leads to two conservation laws: the area conservation A =Ã + A w , and the conservation of membrane material (number of membrane components) f A =fÃ + f w A w . For simplicity we shall assume that all components have the same bending rigidity κ j = const.
and Gaussian bending stiffnessκ j = const. Furthermore, we assume that the wrapped membrane part is small compared to the total membrane A w A (dilute limit), and that lateral component diffusion is fast compared to the endocytosis timescale. Under these conditions the membrane components can be treated as independently adsorbing to the cargo. The dynamical process of endocytosis is rather complicated, however, we are only interested in the free energy change between the initial and the final state. We assume that during all of the endocytosis process individual components are in contact with the remainder of the membrane (the reservoir). Therefore, the composition of the membrane components that are wrapped around the cargo is given by the generalised Langmuir adsorption isotherm:
F c,j (R w ) is the curvature free energy of the membrane component that is wrapped around the cargo with radius R w , as given by Eq. (5), and µ is the chemical potential of the membrane component of type j on the flat membrane areaÃ. This chemical potential is defined as:
where F 0 c,j ≡ F c,j (R w → ∞) denotes the curvature free energy of component j in a flat membrane.
Using these relations we compute the free energy change upon endocytosis, Eqs. (1-3) , detailed procedure is provided in the Supplementary Information.
B. Simulation Model
The membrane is modelled using a coarse grained one-particle thick model [23] , which captures membrane fluidity and elastic properties, allows for implementation of the spontaneous curvature of individual membrane components c 0,j , and permits topological changes, such as budding. In short, in this model each membrane bead is described by its position and an axial vector. The beads interact with a combination of an attractive potential that depends on the inter-bead distance and drives the membrane self-assembly, and an angular potential that depends on the angle between the axial vectors of neighbouring beads and mimics membrane bending rigidity. The spontaneous curvature per bead is implemented via a preferred angle between two axial vectors, θ 0 , and is related to it via c 0 ≈ 2 sin
is the average distance between membrane beads, for a tensionless membrane the average distance will be located roughly at the minimum of the attractive potential. Following the notation from the original paper [23] , we choose the parameters bead−bead = 4.34k B T, ξ = 4, µ = 3, r bead−bead cut = 1.12σ for all the membrane components, which positions our membrane in the fluid phase of the phase space. Using thermodynamic integration and theoretical considerations we determined the bending and Gaussian rigidity of this membrane model, κ = −κ = 22k B T , see SI for details of the calculation. The mixing curvature terms between membrane beads i, j of different spontaneous curvatures are assumed to be symmetric c 0,ij = c0,ii+c0,jj 2
, and hence, the spontaneous curvature does not lead to phase separation of components of different curvatures.
The cargo nanoparticle interacts with the membrane receptors via a shifted Lennard-Jones potential, where the cargo-receptor interaction strength is controlled by the binding affinity * . The interaction between the cargo and any of the nonreceptor beads is governed only by volume exclusion described by the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson potential. The relevant parameters in our simulations are: the cargo particle radius R p , the spontaneous curvature of receptors beads c 0,r and inert inclusions c 0,i , and the fraction of receptors and inert inclusions in the membrane, f r and f i , respectively.
We simulated a flat square portion of a membrane made of 49920 beads with periodic boundary conditions in a N ΠH ensemble with lateral pressure Π = −10 −4 /σ 3 to model a nearly tensionless membrane scenario. All the particles in the system are in addition subject to random noise implemented via the Langevin thermostat with friction coefficient set to unity: γ = m/τ , where m is the bead mass (set to unity) and τ the simulation unit of time. To capture the correct dynamics the cargo nanoparticle parameters are rescaled accordingly: mass of nanoparticle is m p = 8(R p /σ) 3 and nanoparticle friction coefficient
The initial condition of all simulations is a flat membrane with beads arranged on a hexagonal lattice with a randomly chosen permutation of bead identities (types) and the location of the cargo particle's centre of mass R p + 2σ above the membrane. All quantities are expressed in terms of the membrane bead diameter σ, which corresponds to σ = 5nm in physical units. The bead density for a flat tensionless membrane was measured to be ρ beads = 1.21σ −2 , which provides a mapping with a theoretical component size a = σ/ √ 1.21.
The endocytosis is monitored through the wrapping coverage of the cargo by the membrane beads, where the wrapping is defined as:
with N contact j being the number of membrane beads of type j whose centre-of-mass distance to the particle centre is less than R p + σ. The total wrapping is w = j w j . Since we sometimes observe uptake of non-completely wrapped nanoparticles (w < 1), we chose to consider a nanoparticle endocytosed if w > 0.8 and its centre-of-mass is located below the fully healed mother membrane. The length of each simulation was 10 7 steps with a time step of 0.008τ , where τ is the unit of time. All the simulations were run with our implementation of the membrane model into the molecular dynamics package LAMMPS [35] .
. For high cargo concentrations one should use the ratio of fugacities.
[37] Assuming membrane bead size of σ = 5nm.
[38] In principle, the onset ∆F = −kBT ln ρ cargo,in ρ cargo,out is determined by the equilibrium ratio of cargo concentrations on the two sides of the membrane [39] Note that r ≥ 0 should be negative, otherwise vesicle formation is more thermodynamically stable than cargo wrapping, see SI for the discussion on membrane stability and spontaneous vesicle formation.
[40] In the mapping between simulation and analytical results, the receptor interaction is a sole fitting parameter because the theory implicitly assumes a square well-like interaction while the simulation model uses a Lennard-Jones potential. We found that r,theory = − * simulations + 1.24kBT .
Supplementary Information: Controlling cargo trafficking in multicomponent membranes
This Supplementary Information provides details of the theoretical derivation of the mean field model (Section I), the simulation procedures (Section II) and thermodynamic integration (Section III), and supporting results and figures (Section IV).
I. ANALYTICAL MODEL DERIVATION
We consider a fluid membrane discretised into small patches of size a 2 ≈ 25nm 2 . Each patch represents one component. Different component types are denoted by an index j and the membrane is defined by a unit composition vector f = [f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , ...] specifying the fractions of different component types within the membrane. Components can represent membrane lipids, embedded transmembrane receptors, or inert membrane proteins. Each component type also has a spontaneous curvature c 0,j and (mean and Gaussian) bending rigidity moduli κ j ,κ j associated with it.
A. Curvature free energy
The theory is based on a Helfrich Hamiltonian for the curvature free energy density:
with C and K the local mean and Gaussian curvature of the membrane, and c 0 the local preferred curvature. The total elastic free energy of a membrane of size A is usually obtained by integrating Eq. (S1),
Such integral form implies a strong assumption of locality: all variables pertinent to the elastic free energy are local. The integral form is valid as a macroscopic (thermodynamic) descriptor of an elastic membrane. On a microscopic level however, the atomistic nature implies that the above integral should be computed as a sum over individual discreet building blocks. The lipid bilayer membrane is made of finite sized components -lipids. The thickness of the bilayer is around 5nm, therefore, the smallest length scale, where the local picture of the Helfrich integral is expected to apply, is of the order of membrane thickness a = 5nm. We discretise the Hefrich integral into a sum over N components of size a
with H c,j the curvature free energy density of component j , Eq. (S1). An implicit assumption remains: neighbouring components in the membrane are independent. We have not specified the nature of the component, it could represent a lipid patch, a protein surrounded with a few lipids or a protein cluster, for example. The component size could also be larger than 5nm, however, in that case the component does not directly map to a transmembrane protein, but a multitude of proteins and lipids. Choosing the component size at the lower limit (5nm) ensures that each component contains at most a few closely packed proteins; lateral extension of a transmembrane proteins typically being around 2nm. For simplicity we use a picture where each component represents either pure lipids or a single transmembrane protein (surrounded by a few lipids), but the theory can be applied also to multi-protein components.
S1
B. Mean field
In the system under study the membrane is either flat or wrapped around a particle. In the following we assume a constant mean curvature approximation: the mean curvature of each component of the membrane is a constant and fully determined by the shell radius: C j = −1/R w . Equivalently for the flat membrane the mean curvature of all components is zero: C = 0. This approximation amounts to neglecting correlations between local mean curvature and spontaneous curvature of the membrane. For example a stoichiometric mixture of components with equal positive and negative spontaneous curvatures in a flat membrane would yield an overall flat membrane of zero mean curvature. However, the mean-field formalism constrains every component of a flat membrane to a zero mean curvature and the free energy is overstated. In the following, all bending moduli are assumed to be the same: κ = κ j andκ =κ j . If the bending moduli are not the same the mean curvature C j would not only be correlated to the spontaneous curvature c 0,j , but also to the bending rigidity κ j , which would lead to further deviation of the optimal membrane shape from the perfectly spherical shell assumed in the mean-field picture.
The membrane contains a mixture of multiple types of components. Because all components are assumed to have the same imposed mean and Gaussian curvature, C j = C and K j = K, Eq. (S3) can be equally written as a sum over n component types j
with N j the number of components of type j present in the membrane, N = j N j the total number of components and the component composition fractions f j = N j /N . We use the notation where prime indices j refer to a specific component located in the membrane, while normal indices j denote a component type. The elastic mean-field free energy of a membrane size A with curvature C, using Eqs.
(S1) and (S4), is
C. Mean field 2: alternative approach.
An alternative approach would relax the requirement that the membrane mean curvature is imposed on every component. Instead, the mean curvature is imposed only "on average" over all components in the membrane. This limit assumes no penalty to spatial mean curvature fluctuations: Eqs. (S1) and (S2) are applied directly to a total membrane patch area A. This is equivalent to Eq. (S4) with a single large "component" of size A. The spontaneous curvature of the total patch is defined as the average over individual component spontaneous curvatures
with f j the membrane composition vector. Similarly for the mean square spontaneous curvature: c 
We compare the above result to the previous mean-field expression (Eq. (S5)) applied to a membrane area A:
These two free energy expressions are related through a fluctuation term
S2 Importantly, the above fluctuation term refers to spatial fluctuations in the spontaneous curvature of membrane components. It does not refer to mean curvature of the membrane; thermal fluctuations of the local membrane bending are implicitly included in the starting Helfrich expression, Eq. (S1). The two mean-field expression, Eqs. (S7) and (S8), conveniently provide a lower and upper bound to the free energy of the membrane patch of size A with some average imposed mean and Gaussian curvature C and K. The upper bound (S8) is reached in the limit of an infinite lateral membrane tension (curvature imposed on every component), while the lower bound (S8) is realised in the case of an 1D membrane (a chain of components) with zero lateral tension (total curvature of the membrane imposed only at the boundary). For a 2D membrane with zero lateral tension the geometric constraints on bending likely prevent the lower bound of being reached. Entropy of partial ordering of components affects the 2D membrane, but not the 1D chain, because any permutation of components along a chain will result in the same curvature energy (unless the curvature is so large that the chain folds onto itself).
In the following the upper estimate for the mean-field free energy (Eq. (S5)) will be used for all theoretical predictions. The reason for this choice is that the nanoparticle binds to the membrane via receptor attachments and the membrane envelope will likely be tightly wrapped around the particle.
D. Endocytosis free energy
We attempt to analytically calculate the free energy change upon a particle endocytosis. As stated above, the membrane is composed of different component types with a component vector f and spontaneous curvature vector c 0 specifying the spontaneous curvature of all component types. Additionally each component type also has an interaction with a particle captured by the vector . We assume a simple square well interaction potential where specifies the well depth. The lateral tension and density ρ of the membrane is assumed to be constant. All three vectors (f , c 0 , ) are of length n with n the number of distinct components in the membrane.
The following notation is used:
• e.g. A, N, f -standard letters refer to the initial flat membrane before endocytosis
• e.g.Ã,Ñ ,f -letters with a tilde refer to the membrane that remains flat after the full endocytosis has taken place
• e.g. A w , N w , f w -letters with w script refer to the membrane wrapped around the particle after the full endocytosis has taken place.
Initially, the membrane is flat with a total area A and f is the component composition in the membrane. Upon particle endocytosis a small membrane area A w = 4πR 2 w is wrapped around a particle with a membrane shell radius R w . The remaining membrane areaÃ = A − A w remains flat. The composition of the wrapped part f w is in general different from the remaining flat membranef . Therefore, the two conservation laws are: Area conservation
and component number conservation: N =Ñ + N w , which applies to every component type, hence,
We have assumed that the lateral membrane tension and 2D component density ρ = Furthermore, we assume that lateral component diffusion is fast compared to the endocytosis timescale. Under these conditions the components can be treated as independently adsorbing to the particle. The process of endocytosis is rather complicated, however, we are only interested in the free energy change between the initial and final state. We assume that during all of the endocytosis process the (partially) wrapped part of the membrane is in contact with the remainder of the membrane (the reservoir). Therefore, the wrapped components composition is given by the generalised Langmuir adsorption isotherm:
the curvature free energy (S5) per single component of lateral size a 2 . j is the component-particle interaction energy andμ j is the chemical potential of component type j in the flat membrane areaÃ. The chemical potential consists of the ideal contribution (logarithm of the density) and the excess part which contains the curvature free energy of a component embedded in a flat membrane. In general there are other contribution to the excess chemical potential, such as component interactions interactions and membrane tension contribution. However, we assume that all other contributions remain constant upon particle wrapping, and only the curvature free energy changes.
The chemical potential isμ
with f 0 c,j ≡ f c,j (∞) the curvature free energy in a flat membrane (R w → ∞). The adsorbed composition can, therefore, be written as
where in the last step we have defined an equilibrium constant
specifying how strong individual component types adsorb to the particle. The equilibrium constantK j is not to be confused with the Gaussian curvature K. Another conservation relation emerges: jf jKj = 1. Using Eqs. (S10, S11, S15) we can write the composition of the remaining membrane as:
.
(S17)
The total free energy change upon a particle endocytosis can be written in terms of individual contributions due to membrane curvature, binding to the particle, mixing entropy and lateral tension Π:
The change in the curvature free energy upon endocytosis is obtained by the free energy of the wrapped membrane shell and the remaining flat membrane, minus the initial state which is a flat membrane of area A
This expression was obtained using Eq. (S5) with the mean curvature determined by the shell radius C = −1/R w for an endocytosed shell, and C = 0 for a flat membrane. The contribution of the Gaussian curvature is 4πκ due to Gauss-Bonnet theorem. The change in binding interaction energy between membrane components and the particle is trivial:
because the component-particle interaction vector is a constant and interaction is only present in the final fully wrapped endocytosed state. Lastly, the membrane is assumed to be in a fluid state. The mixing entropy of components is given by the Gibbs expression for the entropy per component: s = −k B j f j ln(f j ), where we remember f j as the fraction of component j in the membrane and k B is the Boltzmann constant. f j can also be seen as the probability that a randomly chosen component is of type j. The difference in entropy of mixing of different component types upon endocytosis is
using the Gibbs entropy per single component and entropy extensivity S = A a 2 s. These relations Eqs. (S18-S21) result in a closed form expression for the endocytosis free energy as a function of the membrane composition f , curvature vector c 0 , interaction vector and the wrapped membrane shell radius R w :
(S22) The first term inside the square brackets captures the binding of components to the particle, the second terms curvature mismatch penalty, and the third term the effect of the membrane composition change between the flat membrane and the wrapped part with the equilibrium constant
The pre-factor A w = 4πR 2 w is the wrapped membrane area and a 2 the individual component lateral size. Finally, the last term O(A w /A) captures all terms of order A w /A and higher. For a large membrane A w A these terms can be neglected.
E. Detailed derivation of endocytosis free energy
Here we provide a step by step derivation procedure of the endocytosis free energy Eq. (S22) from Eqs. (S18-S21).
Firstly, we focus on the curvature free energy change Eq. (S19). Inserting Eqs. (S15) and (S17) and A = A − A w , rearranging and canceling out a few terms we find
The interaction energy contribution Eq. (S20) is slightly rewritten by inserting Eqs. (S15) and (S17):
Finally, the entropy change Eq. (S21) is also rewritten by inserting Eqs. (S15) and (S17) andÃ = A−A w :
We now take the limit of a large membrane: A w /A → 0. This implies:c j → c j (from Eq. (S17)) and K j → K j (from Eq. (S16)) where the equilibrium constant K j is defined as:
S5
In the second step in the above equation the Helfrich free energy per component (Eq. (S13)) was inserted. Taking the limit A w /A → 0 the curvature free energy (S24) becomes:
The interaction energy (S25):
and the entropy (S26) can be simplified by expanding the logarithm to the first order and using equalities j f j = 1 and j f j K j = 1 : The membrane is modelled using a coarse grained one-particle thick model [23] , which we implemented in the LAMMPS MD package. Following the notation from the original paper, we choose the parameters bead−bead = 4.34k B T, ξ = 4, µ = 3, r bead−bead cut = 1.12 for all the membrane components. The repulsion potential between the nanonanoparticle and membrane beads is described by the WeeksChandler-Anderson potential
for 0 ≤ r − R p ≤ 2 1/6 σ and U WCA (r) = 0 otherwise. r is the bead to particle centre-of-mass distance, R p and σ are the nanoparticle and bead radius, respectively. We chose the interaction strength WCA = bead−bead .
The interaction potential between nanoparticle and 'receptor' membrane beads is modelled as a cutand-shifted Lennard Jones potential
for r − R p ≤ 2.6σ and 0 otherwise. U cs = −U bead−particle (2.6σ). This potential is implemented in the LAMMPS MD package as "lj/expand".
III. DETERMINING GAUSSIAN BENDING STIFFNESS
The standard bending rigidity κ can be obtained from the fluctuation spectrum of the membrane. the Gaussian bending rigidityκ, however, is trickier to calculate. We obtain the Gaussian bending rigidity of the membrane model both by theoretical considerations and by performing thermodynamic integration. Both approaches are presented below, theoretical considerations yieldκ = −κ and thermodynamic integrationκ ≈ −κ ≈ −22k B T which also agrees with the value obtained from the membrane fluctuation spectrum [23] . We, therefore, useκ = −κ = 22k B T when comparing analytical and simulation results.
A. Thermodynamic integration
We performed Monte Carlo simulations with thermodynamic integration scheme to calculate the mean κ and Gaussianκ bending rigidity of the membrane. Three sets of simulations with different membrane topologies were performed: flat membrane (periodic boundary in lateral directions), cylindrical membrane (periodic boundary in the cylinder axis) and spherical membrane. N = 5000 beads were used for all simulations and no applied external pressure, 5 · 10 5 MC cycles were used for all simulations, unless noted otherwise. The radius of the cylindrical membrane was half the radius of a spherical membrane R c = R s /2. Such a choice allows us to directly determine the bending rigidities from the free energies of the three different membrane configurations
where F f , F c and F s are the free energies of the membrane in the flat, cylindrical and spherical configuration, respectively. The tensionless flat membrane 2D density was measured to be ρ beads = 1.206, therefore we chose the spherical membrane radius as R s = N 4πρ and the cylindrical membrane radius R c = R s /2, with the cylinder height chosen to conserve the number of beads h z,c = N 2πRcρ beads . The reference state of the thermodynamic integration is a 2D ideal gas with density ρ beads = 1.206 confined to lie on a flat, cylindrical or spherical surface. The free energy of the thermodynamic integration proceeded in two steps. First the bead-bead interaction potential strength was increased from 0 (ideal gas) to bead−bead = 4.34k B T . A total of 201 simulations were performed for each topology with the interaction parameter linearly spaced i,bead−bead = bead−bead i 200 . The first calculation (i = 0) was performed at 0,bead−bead = 0.001k B T . The results of these simulations are shown on Figure S2a ). The integration was performed on the energy differences between different membrane topologies which avoids the problem of integrand divergence at ∼ 0. The thermodynamic integration using Simpson's rule yields bending rigidities κ 2D = 23.2k B T andκ 2D = −25.5k B T . Note that the membrane beads were confined to a 2D surface.
In the second thermodynamic integration step the membrane beads are relaxed to allow for fluctuations in the direction normal to the membrane. A harmonic confining potential U (r) = Thermodynamic integration yields the correction to the bending rigidities:
The bending rigidities of the membrane are therefore:
The value for κ obtained by thermodynamic integration agrees well with the bending rigidity calculated from the fluctuation spectrum κ fs ≈ 22k B T [23] .
B. Analytical considerations
The Gaussian bending rigidity can also be estimated assuming a simple microscopic model of the membrane. The membrane consists of a monolayer of beads. Individual beads are not deformable and have cylindrically symmetry around a director axis. Nearest neighbour beads i, j have a harmonic pair potential with spring constant k for the director bending
where θ ij is the angle between the directors of the two beads and θ 0 is a constant specifying the preferred orientation between the two beads. Mean distance between nearest neighbours is d o and each bead has z nearest neighbours. The angle between neighbouring beads is related to the membrane curvature: sin(θ ij /2) = d 0 /(2R ij ) from which we obtain for small curvatures θ ij ≈ d 0 /R ij = d 0 C ij , with R ij = 1/C ij the radius of the curved membrane with curvature C ij . Therefore, the above equation can be rewritten to
with the spontaneous curvature c 0 = θ 0 /d 0 . Using this microscopic model we can calculate the macroscopic bending rigidities κ andκ by comparing the energy of bending obtained from the microscopic model with the Helfrich hamiltonian. For a flat
IV. SUPPORTING RESULTS
A. Membrane stability
Analytical model can provide insight into membrane stability depending on the composition of curved inclusions. We consider only the membrane, without cargo, and determine the thermodynamic stability of a flat membrane with respect to budding and formation of a separate vesicle. Eq. (S22) is solved numerically to obtain inert inclusion curvature as a function of the vesicle radius R w : c 0,i (R w |∆F = 0) in the limiting case of zero free energy cost of forming the vesicle. Phase diagrams on Figure S3 show that a flat membrane with zero total spontaneous curvature is thermodynamically stable if the absolute value of spontaneous curvature of individual components is not large. The larger the fraction of curved components f i the lower the limiting value of spontaneous curvature c 0,i . On the other hand, flat membranes with non-zero total spontaneous curvature are, as expected, always unstable with respect to a formation of a vesicle. 
B. Kinetics of endocytosis
On Figures S4 and S5 we show additional simulation results of recruiting and endocytosis kinetics.
To further rationalise the enhanced sensitivity to cargo size when inclusions of both curvatures are present in the same amount, let us analyse the energetics of the neck of the membrane bud. The neck will be composed of two principal curvatures -the curvature parallel to the cargo-membrane contact line, and the curvature perpendicular to it. Following [18] , we define the effective adhesive length, R adh , which for the parameters used in Figure 5 is approximately R adh = 2κ/|W | ≈ 5σ, with κ = 22k B T and the effective adhesion |W | = σ 2 fre −β 1+fre −β ≈ 2k B T /σ 2 . The adhesive length R adh determines the principal curvature perpendicular to the contact line in the neck C 1 = 1/R adh , while the principal curvature parallel to the contact line is determined by the particle size C 2 = −1/R p . For large cargoes, when R p R adh , the mean curvature in the neck is positive, which makes it populated by positive inclusions, hampering endocytosis. For cargoes that satisfy R p ≈ R adh , the mean curvature in the neck vanishes, and the negatively curved inclusions can freely diffuse into the membrane area wrapped around the cargo, enhancing endocytosis. This analysis is supported by monitoring the neck region composition shown on Figure S6 . For large particles (R p = 32σ) the neck composition is strongly dominated by positive inclusions, while for small particles (R p = 5σ) the neck region has approximately equal fraction of both positive and negative inclusions. Interestingly, the composition of the wrapped shell shows opposite tendency: For large particles the fraction of inclusion types adsorb is approximately the same, while for small particles the adsorption of positive inclusions is suppressed. Note that the cargo size in c) has depicted using a significantly smaller radius for better visualisation of the wrapped membrane shell. The wrapped shell is defined as all beads within distance 1.5σ of the particle surface. The neck region is defined as all particles between a distance 1.5σ − 8σ of the particle surface. Grey stars show the total cargo wrapping (right axis) indicating the progression of endocytosis. Parameters correspond to Figure 5 in the main text: fr = 0.4, interaction * r = 2.5kBT and curvature c0,r = 0. The inclusion fraction is fi = f i = 0.2 with opposite spontaneous curvatures c0,i = −c 0,i = 0.34/σ.
